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. Robinson LADB News Analyst Interviews with policy analysts in Washington and a review of
campaign and transition team documents indicate that President-elect Bill Clinton's policy towards
Latin America will be largely a continuation, with certain modifications, of the Bush administration
agenda for the hemisphere. Consistent with the campaign, foreign policy will be accorded second
place to domestic policy. Moreover, the Clinton team has emphasized that its program for domestic
economic recovery will largely dictate foreign policy, which will be driven by the effort to expand
international markets and regain a competitive edge for the US in world trade. For Latin America,
this means the centerpiece of US policy will be free trade and hemispheric integration based on
the ongoing promotion of structural adjustment programs and the consummation and subsequent
extension further south of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between the
US, Canada, and Mexico. Clinton was widely perceived during the US electoral campaign as
maintaining an ambivalent stand on free trade and favoring protectionism. However, this perception
had more to do with campaign politics than the actual content of the Clinton-Gore program. An
examination of this program, and of Clinton's public statements, indicates the Democrats will
emphasize efforts to couple free trade with domestic economic recovery and restructuring in the
US. For instance, in an Oct. 4 speech in North Carolina devoted almost entirely to this matter,
Clinton stated: "The issue is not whether we support free trade or open markets. Of course we do.
The real issue is whether or not we will have a national economic strategy to make sure we reap
the benefits." He called for worker retraining programs, new investment within US borders in
research and technology, and social programs for those in the US displaced by the NAFTA and other
future hemispheric trade agreements. Clinton stressed the importance for the United States of a
hemispheric trading bloc to compete with regional blocs in Europe and Asia. "We've got to have
markets for our products [in the face of] emerging regional economic blocs in Western Europe and
Asia," he said. "We need stronger ties to our neighbors both for positive opportunities and to protect
us in the event that other countries become more protectionist...If we can make this agreement work
with Canada and Mexico, then we can reach down into the other market-oriented economies of
Central and South America to expand even further." NAFTA as the Centerpiece of Latin America
Policy Throughout the campaign and even a few days after the elections Clinton repeatedly said he
supported free trade and would not renegotiate the 2,000-page NAFTA accord reached between the
Bush and Salinas governments. However, he said he would seek several supplemental agreements
related to workers rights and the environment. Among the three supplemental agreements are
requirements that each country enforce its own worker and environmental legislation. These
are considered "side accords" to the NAFTA agreement, which Salinas has already expressed
willingness to discuss. Peter Hakim of the Inter-American Dialogue, a Washington-based policy
planning group expected to influence the new administration's Latin America policy, predicts that
the NAFTA agreement will be fully in place by the end of 1993. "Obviously there are constituencies
[in Mexico and the US] that will try to incorporate their concerns," Hakim told LADB, "but my
sense is that it will not derail the agreement." This view is broadly shared in Washington. The
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Clinton administration, like its predecessor, will continue to promote regional trading blocs in
Central America, the Caribbean (Caricom), the Southern Cone (Mecosur), and in the Andes (the
Andean Pact). But it will not enter into any other agreements until the NAFTA is in place, despite
lobbying from such countries as Chile and Costa Rica to reach their own bilateral free trade pacts
with Washington. "US relations with Mexico constitute the most overwhelmingly important bilateral
relation in Latin America, and if something goes wrong with the NAFTA, that bilateral relation
will be thrown into a tailspin," says Hakim. "If we cannot get the agreement with Mexico, it is
going to be virtually impossible to move ahead systematically anywhere else." A Continuation
of Bush's Agenda In general, the hemispheric agenda developed in the second half of the Bush
administration gained broad bipartisan support in Washington over the past two years, and is
expected to remain in place, with certain modifications. This agenda included a shift from ideology
to pragmatism, and from "hard-policy" security concerns to "soft-policy" economic concerns. Bush
has pursued a Western Hemisphere trading bloc, the "war on drugs," the promotion of "democratic
transitions," and multilateral initiatives (albeit under heavy US influence) to resolve regional
political crises and security concerns, such as the attempted OAS mediation in Haiti and Peru.
The Bush administration's banner of "trade not aid" will continue under Clinton. No significant
rise in aid flows to Latin America is expected. Says Hakim: "The Clinton administration will adopt
the view that improvements in the US economy will do most for Latin America's own economic
prospects and therefore Latin America should recognize that restoring US economic health and
dynamism is the best contribution to hemispheric integration and eventual economic growth in
Latin America." As under Bush, for example, overall aid levels to Central America which surpassed
US$1 billion annually in the mid-1980s will continue to taper off. That region will continue to recede
from the US security agenda, as political solutions to conflicts and transitions to peace take hold.
One difference between the outgoing and incoming administrations, however, may be over the
balance between promoting liberalization and financing social programs in US and multilateral
assistance packages. "Given what we've seen in Peru, Venezuela, Brazil and elsewhere, the formal
democracies that exist are actually very weak, and instead of being strengthened, institutions are
actually eroding due to the impact of structural adjustment programs," says Douglas Payne, director
of hemispheric studies at the Washington-based Freedom House. "Those competing for positions
on Latin American policy in Clinton's team who oppose simply tying aid to liberalization without
concern for social programs and deepening democracy are definitely going to have a voice" in
the administration. Freedom House executive board member Penn Kemble is an advisor to the
Clinton team on hemispheric affairs, and a personal associate of Bush's assistant secretary of state
for inter-American affairs, Bernard Aronson. As regards the foreign debt, few anticipate any new
initiatives from Clinton. His administration is expected to adopt the Bush position that the debt
crisis is now manageable, and that its resolution must come through renewed economic growth
and increased export-orientation. Clinton's anti-drug policy may differ somewhat from Bush's
by giving more priority, and increasing funding, to efforts to reduce consumption in the US. In
addition, although the militarized eradication programs in the Andes and hemispheric interdiction
efforts begun under Bush will likely continue, Clinton will probably give greater emphasis to
judicial reform, crop substitution, economic development alternatives, and other civilian approaches
advocated by Latin American nations. The Clinton team has also indicated it will continue Bush's
promotion of cutbacks in military spending and in the size of the militaries in Latin America. In
1991, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund publicly called for such reductions
for the first time to reduce wasteful expenditure and promote growth within the framework of
structural adjustment. New Appointees for Latin America Policy The general thrust and outline
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of Clinton's Latin America policy are already clear. However, issues such as how policy will be
"operationalized" and specific country policies and issues will depend on cabinet and departmental
appointees. The most prominent candidate for assistant secretary for Inter-American affairs is
Robert Pastor, who was the director of Latin American affairs in ex-president Carter's National
Security Council. Pastor has been highly active during the Bush administration in parallel, or "two
track," diplomatic initiatives in the hemisphere from his position as director of Latin American and
Caribbean programs at the Carter Center. Pastor's article in the November issue of the influential
journal "Foreign Policy," titled "The Latin American Option," has been circulating widely in
Washington as a general blueprint of what Clinton policy would look like should he get the post. In
the article, Pastor stresses that Latin America should move from the periphery to the center of US
foreign policy concerns, on the basis of the crucial importance to the US of a hemispheric trading
bloc in the emerging tri-polar world economic order. Pastor also proposes in the article an obligatory
reduction by 50 percent in arms purchases and defense expenditures by "all governments in the
Americas, with a possible exception of the United States, because of its global responsibilities."
Another top contender for the post of assistant secretary for inter-American affairs is Richard
Feinberg, an economist who now heads the Inter-American Dialogue, and who under Carter was
a staff member of the State and Treasury departments with political and economic responsibilities
over Latin American affairs. Especially important for economic concerns in Latin America will
be the designation of Commerce Secretary. The Commerce Department will directly oversee the
NAFTA agreement and, as well, participate in all negotiations involving hemispheric trade and
integration initiatives. Although possible cabinet appointments remain at this time speculative, one
name that has been mentioned as a Commerce Secretary candidate is Sally Shelton-Colby, a former
ambassador to the Caribbean and wife of ex-CIA director William Colby. Shelton-Colby has been
active in promoting the NAFTA and hemispheric trade initiatives. A New Multilateralism? There is
broad consensus in Washington that the political counterpart to economic integration in Clinton's
Latin America policy will be the development of multilateral initiatives to address security concerns
and political crises in the region. In particular, the Clinton team will intensify efforts, begun by
Bush, to revitalize the OAS and to establish permanent mechanisms for "crisis management."
Along with hemispheric integration, according to Peter Hakim, "the other major part of the interAmerican agenda which has yet to come to fruition is the whole question of multilateral initiatives,
or multilateral governance, and the emergence of the OAS as an entity that will play an important
role in promoting, defending and restoring democracy." Hakim and others point to recent OAS
mediation in Peru and Haiti, as well as to OAS participation in the Nicaraguan and Salvadoran
peace processes, as harbingers of a new multilateralism in the hemisphere. "With the end of the
Cold War, the trend towards economic integration and an increasing correlation between national
and international problems poses the issue of an integrated hemispheric community in terms not
just of trade but of collective defense of democracy," asserts Richard Feinberg. And, in his article in
"Foreign Policy," Robert Pastor also called for establishing diverse hemispheric forums "multilateral
in approach, but with strong US leadership" for addressing hemispheric security concerns, political
crises such as attempted coup d'etats and guerrilla insurgencies, and such recurrent problems as
drugs and territorial disputes. Inter-American Relations in the Post Cold War Whatever specific
policies are adopted by the Clinton administration, Latin America will take second place to other
foreign policy priorities, such as the EEC, the former Soviet Union, the Middle East and the Pacific
rim. Bill Goodfellow, director of the Washington-based Center for International Policy, whose board
includes prominent former Democratic government officials and diplomats connected to Latin
America, points out that foreign affairs, including Latin America, are not going to be a priority, with
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trade taking the forefront as a "pragmatic, non-ideological policy." He described Clinton's future
policy towards the hemisphere as "a straightforward business agenda." Pastor writes: "Since World
War II, Latin America has stayed on the margins of US priorities. Asia and Europe were the focus of
US interests, and with the demise of the Soviet Union, those two economic regions are even more
important. But to compete with them and assert global leadership today, Washington must enlist the
cooperation of Latin America and the Caribbean in building a hemispheric market and a democratic
community, and thus a competitive edge." It would seem that Latin America has reverted to its preCold War status as concerns the United States: the secured and undisputed US sphere of influence
in the face of competing Great Powers and global challenges. (For additional analysis of expected
Clinton policies towards Latin America, see Central America Update, 11/13/92 and 11/20/92, and
SourceMex, 11/11/92)
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